AUTOMATIC MEMORY MANAGEMENT FOR EMBEDDED REAL-TIME JAVA PROCESSOR JPOR-32
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ABSTRACT—Currently, Java has been gradually applied in embedded real-time areas like robotics, control system, etc. owning to its advantages like robustness, security, etc. In order to improve the performance of Java’s execution engine for embedded real-time applications, JPOR-32, an embedded real-time Java processor, is designed. Based on it, this paper presents the automatic memory management (AMM) mechanism for embedded real-time Java processor. JPOR-32 provides architectural support as well as instruction level support for AMM. Its preprocessing mechanism reduces the complexity of the implementation of AMM, enhances the run-time efficiency, and promotes predictability of the worst-case execution time. The system design of JPOR-32 makes AMM of class area avoided, and the optimized design of instruction set provides effective support for space checking and garbage collection scheduling. This paper also proposes an object reference format which provides supports for objects tracing, heap scanning, synchronization, etc., and lays the foundation for the implementation of suitable garbage collection algorithm. Moreover, this paper gives the analysis of the feature of runtime environment of embedded Java processor, and implements a suitable improved generational garbage collector.
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